PASS THROUGH CAT6 RJ45 CONNECTOR

0E-CAT6RJ45J - 100 PCS
0E-CAT6RJ45P - 50 PCS

COMPATIBLE CRIMP TOOL:
0E-RJ45TOOL

The WBOX Pass Through CAT6 modular plugs are designed for fast RJ45 connector installations. Conductors easily pass through RJ45 connector for fast and easy verification of wire sequence.

- CABLE TYPE: CAT6
- CONNECTOR TYPE: RJ45
- SOLID OR STRANDED, 24 - 23 AWG
- POSITION & CONTACTS: 8P 8C
- PVC PLASTIC; 50μ GOLD PLATED CONTACTS
- VOLTAGE RATING: 125 VOLTS AC, AT 1.5 AMPS
- COLOR: CLEAR

PART #: 0E-CAT6RJ45J
QTY : 100 PCS
UPC: 811914029380

PART #: 0E-CAT6RJ45P
QTY: 50 PCS
PART #: 811914029366

LENGTH: 0.885"
WIDTH: 0.459"
HEIGHT: 0.422"

UL LISTED: E503781

Product Certification:

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON.
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT: 1-888-668-8808

wboxtech.com